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Copper CNC Machining Parts From SHENGFA Hardware

Copper is well known for its electrical and thermal conductivity. It is very resistant to corrosion and is
also inherently antimicrobial. The power, automotive, medical, and aerospace industries make use
of copper specifically for these properties. Copper is listed as Cu (atomic number 29) on the periodic
table and is an excellent conductor of electricity and heat, second only to silver. Commercially
available copper is typically more than 99% pure. The remaining 1% is usually impurities such as
oxygen, lead, or silver.

Copper CNC machining is a specialized precision machining of customer designed copper parts
from cold headed blanks, copper blanks, or solid copper bars. Copper is a very difficult metal to
machining and requires specialized process knowledge for manufacturing. Copper alloys are often
used in place of pure copper to improve machinability, especially when performing more intricate
custom work. As such, specialized knowledge and expertise is necessary when machining copper
on the CNC machines.

Whether you require a prototype or Copper CNC Machining Parts, I believe SHENGFA is one of
your best choices. For more than 15 years history, SHENGFA Hardware has been serving our
customer at wallet-friendly rates. We have invested in CNC machines and trained our staff to
generate products at pocket-friendly prices.

Copper CNC Machining Parts

At SHENGFA Hardware, we have been always
providing world class copper CNC machining parts to
our customers on time. From the begin prototype to
production and final delivery, we offer high quality
Copper CNC Machining Parts at reasonable price.
SHENGFAHardware was established in 2007 in the
Ningbo city of China, and with more than 15years, our
factory has a huge experience in providing high quality
copper CNC machining parts. Get in touch with our
team to know more about our capabilities in CNC
machining service.
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Copper CNC Machining Parts Applications

Wire
Rods
Electrical connectors
Radiator components
Heat exchangers
Decorative products

Do you want to know about CNC machining service right now? We can be a good help. We are a
team of skilled professionals, who have a huge experience in providing quality Copper CNC
Machining Parts. To know more about our services, please get in touch with our experts today. You
can reach out to us both, via phone, as well as email.


